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Abstract

The West African countries have been identified with inadequate capital for investment, being one of the poorest sub-regions in the world. This study employed panel data from 1980 to 2013 to examine the impact of foreign capital inflows on the economic growth in the selected West African countries using Two Gap Theory. The objective of this study is to examine the nature of relationship between foreign capital inflows and the level of economic growth selected West African Countries and to observe the causality between foreign capital inflows components and economic growth. The study adopts Pedroni cointegration and granger causality test. The result shows the existence of long run relationship between foreign capital inflows and economics growth in selected West African country. All the variables were positive but only foreign direct investment is significant. Net migrant remittance, foreign direct investment and official development assistance cause growth in the short run. The study recommends policies to encourage capital inflows via macroeconomic management, a flexible exchange rate, financial sector supervision, large reserves and diversification of domestic economies.

Keywords: capital inflows, Pedroni cointegration, granger causality, economic growth.
Abstrak


Kata kunci: aliran masuk modal, kointegrasi Pedroni, sebab-penyebab granger, pertumbuhan ekonomi.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of the Study

Over the years, some appreciable economic developments have been achieved by West African countries with regards to economic growth. One of the salient sources is via Foreign Capital inflows. A nation can achieve fast economic growth through the motivation of foreign capital. Foreign investments have been viewed as form of merger and acquisition which as do with the existing interest rather than new investment (Madhok & Keyhani, 2012).

Foreign Direct Investment inflow has been seen as the main activities that enhance economic growth of any nation from the developing world. Obida and Abu (2010) stated that capital needed for domestic investment, employment creation, managerial skills and transfer of technology can be achieved through foreign direct investment. Although, event had changed over times where foreign direct investment inflow is subject to countries within the region of Africa as many Nigerians’ investors heavily invest in Ghana and other West African countries. Nigeria also receive managerial skills, investments from other African countries.

Efforts had been made by governments of developing countries to solve these economic doldrums (depression) without achieving success as planned. The governments of these countries have neglected investment especially foreign direct investment (FDI) which will not only guarantee employment for them but will also
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